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Te stress at the support structure of the clarifcation tank is large, which will have a certain impact on the whole clarifcation tank
structure. Te typical stress concentration phenomenon will cause structural damage and serious harm to the steel clarifcation
tank itself. In order to study the infuence of the bearing plate on the seismic response of steel clarifcation tank, this paper analyzes
the dynamic response of the clarifcation tank by setting diferent thickness bearing plates at the connection between the steel
column and the structure body of the steel clarifcation tank. Based on the displacement, stress, and liquid sloshing height of the
steel clarifcation tank, the thickness of the bearing plate is obtained. Te results show that the maximum stress of the steel
clarifcation tank under diferent seismic waves decreases with the increase of the thickness of the bearing plate. Te thickness of
the bearing plate has a certain infuence on the maximum displacement of the clarifcation tank structure, but the increase in the
thickness of the bearing plate does not necessarily reduce the maximum displacement. Diferent bearing plate thicknesses have no
efect on the position of displacement, and the maximum displacement occurs at the top of the outer wall.

1. Introduction

In recent years, China’s economic development and in-
dustrialization continue to advance, and the use of tank
structures has become more common. Clarifcation tank is
a mechanically constructed sedimentation tank for co-
agulation of water and removal of suspended solids and
colloids from water or liquid. Because of the particularity of
its function, the steel clarifcation tank has a sudden change
in the section of the bearing section of the steel column,
which leads to a sudden increase in various stresses and
adverse loads on the structure. Te problems of structural
seepage and cracking caused by stress concentration are
often hidden and not easy to be found. Once this situation is
found, it is not easy to deal with, and it is easy to cause major

safety accidents.Terefore, it is necessary to avoid it as much
as possible in the design. Terefore, it is necessary to op-
timize the bearing plate at the stress concentration.

Sun [1] analyzed the seismic response and parameter
sensitivity of a vertical liquid storage tank. Feng et al. [2]
analyzed the water tank’s dynamic response under liquid-
solid coupling. Zhang et al. [3] carried out seismic response
analysis of rectangular and circular concrete liquid storage
structures. Jie [4] calculated the control equation of dynamic
response under a high sloshing state. By studying the dynamic
changes of the composite isolation structure, Lin et al. [5]
obtained the efect of this combined isolation of the liquid
storage tank. Zhang et al. [6] studied the three-dimensional
fnite element model of the vertical dome-roof liquid storage
tank. Deng et al. [7] studied the infuence of diferent seismic
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waves on the peak sloshing of liquid. Yu [8] studied the
reliability of liquid storage structures. Zhang et al. [9] explored
the vibration characteristics of the outer tank of an LNG
storage tank. Housner [10] analyzed the hydrodynamic
pressure generated by the fuid container. Sharari et al. [11]
carried out nonlinear dynamic analysis of LNG storage tanks
under the 1994 Beiling and 1995 Kobe earthquakes. Subba
and Gorla [12] coupled thermal profle and structural designs.
Kim et al. [13] proposed two simplifed seismic response
analysis models. Cheng et al. [14] studied the reduced sloshing
efect of steel rectangle tank and the seismic response of plate-
shell integrated concrete tank. Gabbianelli et al. [15] used the
OpenSees fnite element program to establish an accurate
numerical model and conducted a detailed parameter study
on the infuence of separation on the isolation tank.

In summary, there exist some studies on the seismic
response of liquid storage tanks. In order to study the in-
fuence of the thickness of the bearing plate on the ground
motion response of the steel clarifcation tank, the dynamic
response analysis of the connection between the steel col-
umn of the clarifcation tank and the tank is carried out by
adding diferent thicknesses of the bearing plate. Te stress,
displacement, and liquid sloshing of the clarifcation tank
structure under each thickness of the bearing plate are
analyzed, and a suitable support plate is found, which
provides the corresponding reference data for engineering
design and application.

2. Analysis Model and Parameters

Te model analysis diagram is shown in Figure 1, and the
parameter selection is shown in Table 1. Te clarifcation
tank is a steel structure. Te diameter of the outer tank is
11.50m, the diameter of the inner tank is 3.65m, and the
height is 10.50m. Te main components include a defector,
reaction cylinder, sump, fender, and other components such
as steel plates. In the establishment of the model, the
clarifcation tank is divided into many small elements by
meshing the established geometry. Te clarifcation tank’s
wall, inner bucket, cone, and bottom plate are divided into
shell elements to obtain a three-dimensional fnite element
analysis model.

3. Seismic Waves

Due to the uncertainty of the occurrence of earthquakes
and the randomness of the location, it is difcult to obtain
actual seismic records that are consistent with the proposed
site area. In order to ensure the accuracy of the calculation,
the selection of seismic waves is very important in the
process of dynamic response analysis. Te selected seismic
waves should not only refect the maximum deformation
efect of the structure under earthquake but also meet the
actual seismic design requirements. Generally, seismic
waves have three elements: the spectral characteristics of
ground motion, the intensity of ground motion, and the
duration of ground motion [16, 17]. Te El Centro, Tri-
nidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic wave are used in this
paper.

4. Analysis of Steel Clarification
Tank under Earthquake

4.1. Structural Stress

4.1.1. 10mm Bearing Plate Tickness. Under the action of El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, the
dynamic response of a steel clarifcation tank with a 10mm
bearing plate is analyzed. Te stress calculation results of the
steel clarifcation tank are shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen from Figure 2, under El Centro seismic
wave, the maximum stress of the 10mm bearing plate
thickness clarifying tank is 3.637×108 Pa, under Trinidad
seismic wave, the maximum stress of the 10mm bearing
plate thickness clarifying tank is 4.002×108 Pa, under
Chalfant Valley seismic wave, the maximum stress of the
10mm bearing plate thickness clarifying tank is
3.627×108 Pa, and the maximum stress of the structure
occurs at the connection between the outer wall panel and
the tank support. Trough the comparison of the stress
program of the steel clarifcation tank with 10mm bearing
plate thickness under El Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant
Valley seismic waves, it can be found that the maximum
stress of the steel clarifcation tank under diferent seismic
waves is diferent. Te maximum stress of the steel clarif-
cation tank under the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is the
smallest, followed by the maximum stress of the El Centro
seismic wave clarifcation tank, and the maximum stress of
the Trinidad seismic wave clarifcation tank is the largest,
which indicates that the seismic wave has a certain infuence
on the maximum stress of the structure. Te maximum
stress of the structure occurs at the connection between the
outer wall plate and the tank support.

4.1.2. 12mm Bearing Plate Tickness. Under the action of El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, the
dynamic response of a steel clarifcation tank with 12mm
bearing plate is analyzed. Te stress calculation results of the
steel clarifcation tank are shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the maximum stress of the
12mm bearing plate thickness clearing tank under the El
Centro seismic wave is 3.637×108 Pa, the maximum stress of
the 12mm bearing plate thickness clearing tank under the
Trinidad seismic wave is 4.002×108 Pa, and the maximum
stress of the 12mm bearing plate thickness clearing tank
under the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is 3.627×108 Pa. By
comparing the stress nephogram of the steel clarifcation
tank under El Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic
waves with the thickness of 12mm bearing plate, it can be
found that the maximum stress of the steel clarifcation tank
under diferent seismic waves is diferent. Te maximum
stress of steel clarifcation tank under El Centro seismic wave
is the smallest, followed by the maximum stress of steel
clarifcation tank under the Chalfant Valley seismic wave,
and the maximum stress of the steel clarifcation tank under
the Trinidad seismic wave is the largest, which indicates that
seismic wave has a certain infuence on the maximum stress
of structure.
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Figure 1: Clarifcation tank (unit: mm).

Table 1: Model parameters.

Parameter Value
Elastic modulus E (Pa) 2.1× 1011

Poisson’s ratio μ 0.3
Density ρ (kg/m3) 7800
Acceleration of gravity g (m/s2) 9.8

TIME 0.4200

3.467E+08
2.933E+08
2.400E+08
1.867E+08
1.333E+08
8.000E+07
2.667E+07

MAXIMUM
3.637E+08

EG 2, EL 30, IPT 222 (1.725E+08)
MINIMUM

-148684.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (335485.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 0.4200

Δ

Z

Y X

(a)

TIME 2.560

MAXIMUM
4.002E+08

EG 2, EL 30, IPT 222 (1.897E+08)
MINIMUM

-170279.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (352146.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 2.560

Δ

Z

Y X

3.900E+08
3.300E+08
2.700E+08
2.100E+08
1.500E+08
9.000E+07
3.000E+07

(b)
Figure 2: Continued.
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TIME 3.220

2.080E+08
1.760E+08
1.440E+08
1.120E+08
8.000E+07
4.800E+07
1.600E+07

MAXIMUM
2.242E+08

EG 2, EL 10, IPT 122 (1.044E+08)
MINIMUM

-197830.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (245328.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 3.220

Δ

Z

Y
X

(a)

2.600E+08
2.200E+08
1.800E+08
1.400E+08
1.000E+08
6.000E+07
2.000E+07

MAXIMUM
2.877E+08

EG 2, EL 10, IPT 122 (1.338E+08 )
MINIMUM

-273361.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (297817.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 14.4 10

TIME 14.4 10

Δ

Z

Y
X

(b)
TIME 0.4200

2.167E+08
1.833E+08
1.500E+08
1.167E+08
8.333E+07
5.000E+07
1.667E+07

MAXIMUM
 2.423E+08

EG 2, EL 100, IPT 222 (1.256E+08)
MINIMUM

-156205.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (286597.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 0.4200

Δ

Z

Y
X

(c)

Figure 3: Te stress nephogram of clarifcation tank with 12mm thickness bearing plate. (a) El Centro seismic wave. (b) Trinidad seismic
wave. (c) Chalfant Valley seismic wave.

3.467E+08
2.933E+08
2.400E+08
1.867E+08
1.333E+08
8.000E+07
2.667E+07

MAXIMUM
3.627E+08

EG 2, EL 30, IPT 222 (1.721E+08)
MINIMUM

-147925.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (335829.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 0.4200

TIME 0.4200

Δ

Z
Y X

(c)

Figure 2: Te stress nephogram of clarifcation tank with 10mm thickness bearing plate. (a) El Centro seismic wave. (b) Trinidad seismic
wave. (c) Chalfant Valley seismic wave.
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4.1.3. 15mm Bearing Plate Tickness. Under the action of El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, the
dynamic response of a steel clarifcation tank with 15mm
bearing plate is analyzed. Te stress calculation results of the
steel clarifcation tank are shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, under El Centro seismic
wave, the maximum stress of 15mm bearing plate thickness
clarifcation tank structure is 1.590×108 Pa, under Trinidad
seismic wave, the maximum stress of 15mm bearing plate
thickness clarifcation tank structure is 1.892×108 Pa, and
under Chalfant Valley seismic wave, the maximum stress of
15mm bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank structure is
1.631× 108 Pa. By comparing the stress nephograms of the
steel clarifcation tank with 15mm plate bearing thickness
under El Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic
waves, it can be found that the maximum stress of the steel
clarifcation tank under diferent seismic waves is diferent.
Te maximum stress of the steel clarifcation tank under El
Centro seismic wave is the smallest, followed by the

maximum stress of the steel clarifcation tank under the
Chalfant Valley seismic wave, and themaximum stress of the
steel clarifcation tank under the Trinidad seismic wave is the
largest, which indicates that the seismic wave has a certain
infuence on the maximum stress of the structure. Te
maximum stress of the structure occurs at the connection
between the outer panel and the support.

4.2. Structural Displacement

4.2.1. 10mm Bearing Plate Tickness. Under the action of El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, the
dynamic response of a steel clarifcation tank with 10mm
bearing plate is analyzed. Te displacement calculation re-
sults of the steel clarifcation tank are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 6, under the El Centro
seismic wave, the maximum displacement of the 10mm
bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank structure is
8.000mm, under the Trinidad seismic wave, the maximum

TIME 4.820

1.560E+08
1.320E+08
1.080E+08
8.400E+07
6.000E+07
3.600E+07
1.200E+07

MAXIMUM
1.590E+08

EG 2, EL 3849, IPT 22 (6.209E+07)
MINIMUM

-229140.
EG 1, EL 3166, IPT 122 (220282.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 4.820

TIME 4.820

Δ

Z

Y X

(a)

TIME 4.820

1.560E+08
1.320E+08
1.080E+08
8.400E+07
6.000E+07
3.600E+07
1.200E+07

MAXIMUM
1.590E+08

EG 2, EL 3849, IPT 22 (6.209E+07)
MINIMUM

-229140.
EG 1, EL 3166, IPT 122 (220282.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 4.820

Δ

Z

Y X

(b)
TIME 1.220

1.560E+08
1.320E+08
1.080E+08
8.400E+07
6.000E+07
3.600E+07
1.200E+07

MAXIMUM
1.631E+08

EG 2, EL 100, IPT 222 (8.668E+07)
MINIMUM

-162984.
EG 1, EL 3251, IPT 112 (264418.)
SIGMA-P1
RST CALC
SHELL T = 1.00
TIME 1.220

Δ

Z

Y
X

(c)

Figure 4: Te stress nephogram of the steel clarifcation tank with 15mm thickness bearing plate. (a) El Centro seismic wave. (b) Trinidad
seismic wave. (c) Chalfant Valley seismic wave.
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TIME 21.400

0.007200
0.006000
0.004800
0.003600
0.002400
0.001200
0.000000

Z

Y

MAXIMUM
Δ
NODE 7172
MINIMUM

-0.0002866
NODE 5993
1-DISPLACEMENT
TIME 21.400

X

0.008000

(a)

TIME 10.950

0.000600
0.001800

0.007800
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Z

Y
MAXIMUM
Δ
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-0.0003764
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TIME 10.950

X

0.008228

(b)
TIME 6.120

0.006500
0.005500
0.004500
0.003500
0.002500
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0.000500

Z

Y
MAXIMUM
Δ
NODE 7172
MINIMUM

-0.0002894
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1-DISPLACEMENT
TIME 6.120

X

0.006915

(c)

Figure 5: Displacement nephogram of clarifcation tank with 10mm thickness bearing plate. (a) El Centro seismic wave. (b) Trinidad
seismic wave. (c) Chalfant Valley seismic wave.

TIME 14.560

0.000000
0.001200

0.006000
0.007200

0.003600
0.002400

0.004800

Z

Y
MAXIMUM
Δ
NODE 7172
MINIMUM

-0.0002626
NODE 5993
1-DISPLACEMENT
TIME 14.560

X

0.007601

(a)

Z

Y
X

MAXIMUM
Δ
NODE 7172
MINIMUM

-0.0003804
NODE 5993
1-DISPLACEMENT
TIME 19.360

0.009889

TIME 19.360

0.000000
0.001500

0.009000
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0.006000
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(b)
Figure 6: Continued.
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displacement of the 10mm bearing plate thickness clarif-
cation tank structure is 8.228mm, and under the Chalfant
Valley seismic wave, the maximum displacement of the
10mm bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank structure is
6.915mm. By comparing the displacement of steel clarif-
cation tank structures under El Centro, Trinidad, and
Chalfant Valley seismic waves with 10mm wall thickness, it
can be seen that the maximum displacement of steel clar-
ifcation tank structures under diferent earthquakes is
diferent. Te maximum displacement of steel clarifcation
tank structure under the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is the
smallest of the three seismic waves. Te maximum dis-
placement of the clarifcation tank structure under the El
Centro seismic wave is relatively small, and the maximum
displacement of clarifcation tank structure under the Tri-
nidad seismic wave is the largest. Te maximum displace-
ment of the steel clarifcation tank structure under three
kinds of seismic waves occurs at the top of the outer wall, and
the location is in the direction of seismic wave input.

4.2.2. 12mm Bearing Plate Tickness. Under the action of El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, the
dynamic response of a steel clarifcation tank with 12mm
bearing plate is analyzed. Te displacement calculation re-
sults of the steel clarifcation tank are shown in Figure 6.

As can be seen from Figure 6, under the El Centro
seismic wave, the maximum displacement of the 12mm
bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank structure is
7.601mm. Under the Trinidad seismic wave, the maximum
displacement of the 12mm bearing plate thickness clari-
fcation tank structure is 9.889mm. Under the Chalfant
Valley seismic wave, the maximum displacement of the
12mm bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank is
6.056mm. By comparing the displacement of steel clari-
fcation tank structures under El Centro, Trinidad, and
Chalfant Valley seismic waves with 12mm bearing plate
thickness, it can be seen that the maximum displacement of
steel clarifcation tank structures under diferent

earthquakes is diferent. Te maximum displacement of
steel clarifcation tank structure under Chalfant Valley
seismic wave is the smallest of the three seismic waves. Te
maximum displacement of clarifcation tank structure
under El Centro seismic wave is relatively small, and the
maximum displacement of clarifcation tank structure
under Trinidad seismic wave is the largest. Te maximum
displacement of steel clarifcation tank structure under
three kinds of seismic waves occurs at the top of the
outer wall.

4.2.3. 15mm Bearing Plate Tickness. Under the action of El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, the
dynamic response of steel clarifcation tank with 15mm
bearing plate is analyzed. Te displacement calculation re-
sults of steel clarifcation tank are shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the maximum displace-
ment of the 15mm bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank
structure under the El Centro seismic wave is 5.966mm, the
maximum displacement of the 15mm bearing plate thick-
ness clarifcation tank structure under the Trinidad seismic
wave is 7.447mm, and the maximum displacement of the
15mm bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank structure
under the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is 6.671mm. By
comparing the displacement of steel clarifcation tank
structure with 15mm bearing plate thickness under El
Centro, Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves, it can
be seen that the maximum displacement of steel clarifcation
tank structure is diferent under diferent seismic waves. Te
maximum displacement of steel clarifcation tank structure
under Chalfant Valley seismic wave is the smallest among
the three seismic waves. Te maximum displacement of
clarifcation tank structure under El Centro seismic wave is
relatively small, and the maximum displacement of clarif-
cation tank structure under Trinidad seismic wave is the
largest. Te maximum displacement of steel clarifcation
tank structure under three kinds of seismic waves occurs at
the top of the outer wall.

TIME 7.2800

0.005400
0.004500
0.003600
0.002700
0.001800
0.000900
0.000000

Z
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X

MAXIMUM
Δ
NODE 7172
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-0.0004440
NODE 6664
1-DISPLACEMENT
TIME 7.2800

0.006056

(c)

Figure 6: Displacement nephogram of clarifcation tank with 12mm thickness bearing plate. (a) El Centro seismic wave. (b) Trinidad
seismic wave. (c) Chalfant Valley seismic wave.
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(c)

Figure 7: Displacement nephogram of clarifcation tank with 15mm thickness bearing plate. (a) El Centro seismic wave. (b) Trinidad
seismic wave. (c) Chalfant Valley seismic wave.
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4.3. Liquid Sloshing Peak. Under the action of El Centro
seismic wave, the dynamic response of the steel clarifcation
tank with the bearing plate thickness of 10mm, 12mm, and
15mm is analyzed. Te sloshing of the liquid in the clari-
fcation tank is shown in Figure 8(a). Under the action of
Trinidad seismic wave, the dynamic response of the steel
clarifcation tank with the bearing plate thickness of 10mm,
12mm, and 15mm is analyzed. Te sloshing of the liquid in
the clarifcation tank is shown in Figure 8(b). Under the
action of Trinidad seismic wave, the dynamic response of the
steel clarifcation tank with the bearing plate thickness of
10mm, 12mm, and 15mm is analyzed. Te sloshing of the
liquid in the clarifcation tank is shown in Figure 8(c).

In Figure 8(a), through the analysis of the liquid sloshing
in the clarifcation tank under the thickness of 10mm,
12mm, and 15mm, the sloshing of the clarifcation tank
under the El Centro seismic wave with diferent thicknesses
of the plate is the same, and the thickness of the plate has
little efect on the sloshing of the liquid in the clarifcation
tank. Under El Centro seismic wave, the maximum height of
liquid sloshing of 10mm thickness bearing plate is
172.5mm, the maximum height of liquid sloshing of 12mm
thickness bearing plate is 168.6mm, and the maximum
height of liquid sloshing of 15mm thickness bearing plate is
166.9mm.

It can be seen from Figure 8(b) that the sloshing of the
clarifcation tank under the Trinidad seismic wave is basically
the same for diferent pads. Te thickness of the bearing plate
has little efect on the sloshing of the liquid in the clarifcation
tank, and the splash of the liquid in the clarifcation tank is
more obvious under the bearing plate thickness of 12mm.
Te maximum height of liquid sloshing in the clarifcation

tank with 10mm bearing plate thickness under Trinidad
seismic wave is 25.22mm. Te maximum height of liquid
sloshing in the clarifcation tank with 12mm bearing plate
thickness under the Trinidad seismic wave is 29.00mm.

In Figure 8(c), the liquid sloshing heights of the clari-
fcation tank with the bearing plate thickness of 10mm,
12mm, and 15mm are analyzed. Te sloshing of the clar-
ifcation tank with diferent bearing plate thicknesses under
the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is basically the same, and
the thickness of the plate has little efect on the sloshing of
the liquid in the clarifcation tank. Te maximum height of
liquid sloshing in the clarifcation tank with 10mm bearing
plate thickness under the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is
51.85mm. Te maximum height of liquid sloshing in the
clarifcation tank with 12mm bearing plate thickness under
the Chalfant Valley seismic wave is 50.83mm.

In summary, through the analysis of the clarifcation
tank with the bearing plate thickness of 10mm, 12mm, and
15mmunder three kinds of seismic waves, it can be seen that
except for the splash phenomenon under individual seismic
waves, the sloshing of the liquid in the clarifcation tank is
almost the same under the same seismic wave. Te maxi-
mum height is also basically close, and the time of occur-
rence is almost the same, indicating that the sloshing of the
liquid is not related to the thickness of the pad but related to
the seismic wave.

5. Economic Analysis

According to the above analysis, the plane size of the bearing
plate is 350mm× 350mm, and the thickness of the bearing
plate is 10mm, 12mm, and 15mm, respectively. Tere are 8
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Figure 8:Te infuence on liquid sloshing with diferent bearing plate thicknesses under diferent seismic waves. (a) El Centro. (b) Trinidad.
(c) Chalfant Valley.

Table 2: Economic analysis of bearing plates with diferent thicknesses.

Bearing plate specifcation Unit price (Yuan) Total price (Yuan) Growth rate (%)
350mm× 350mm× 10mm 131.31 1050.48 —
350mm× 350mm× 12mm 157.57 1260.56 20
350mm× 350mm× 15mm 183.85 1470.80 40
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pieces in total. Te price of the bearing plate with diferent
thicknesses is shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, the cost increases with the
increase in the thickness of the bearing plate. Trough the
economic analysis of the thickness of 10mm, 12mm, and
15mm bearing plates, if the bearing plates with thickness of
12mm and 15mm are used, the cost of bearing plate in-
creases by 20% and 40%, respectively, but the total price is
small compared with the whole structure, that is, only 210.08
yuan and 420.32 yuan, respectively. Terefore, the increased
cost of bearing plates is small. Terefore, in the structural
design, a relatively thick plate should be chosen.

6. Conclusions

Trough the analysis of the maximum stress of El Centro,
Trinidad, and Chalfant Valley seismic waves in 10mm,
12mm, and 15mm bearing plate thickness clarifcation tank,
the maximum stress of steel clarifcation tank under three
kinds of seismic waves decreases with the increase of the
thickness of the plate, which indicates that increasing the
thickness of the plate can reduce the maximum stress.

Te thickness of the bearing plate has a certain infuence
on the maximum displacement of the tank structure, but the
increase in the thickness of the bearing plate does not
necessarily reduce the maximum displacement. Te thick-
ness of the bearing plate does not afect the position of the
displacement, and the position of the maximum displace-
ment is at the top of the outer wall.

By applying three diferent seismic waves to the steel
clarifcation tank with the bearing plate thickness of 10mm,
12mm, and 15mm, it can be seen that the liquid sloshing is
almost the same under the same seismic wave, the maximum
height is also basically close, and the time of occurrence is
also similar, indicating that the liquid sloshing is less afected
by the thickness of the bearing plate and the liquid splashes
under the action of the Trinidad seismic wave.

Under the condition that the structural members meet
the ground motion stress, the thickness of the bearing plate
should be increased appropriately.

Results in this paper are only limited to the clarifcation
tank shown in Figure 1. For steel clarifcation tanks of other
types, similar analysis should be performed again.
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